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Abstract. We show that by using qualitative spatio-temporal ab-
straction methods, we can learn common human movements and
activities from long term observation by a mobile robot. Our novel
framework encodes multiple qualitative abstractions of RGBD video
from detected activities performed by a human as encoded by a skele-
ton pose estimator. Analogously to informational retrieval in text cor-
pora, we use Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to uncover latent, se-
mantically meaningful, concepts in an unsupervised manner, where
the vocabulary is occurrences of qualitative spatio-temporal features
extracted from video clips, and the discovered concepts are regarded
as activity classes. The limited field of view of a mobile robot repre-
sents a particular challenge, owing to the obscured, partial and noisy
human detections and skeleton pose-estimates from its environment.
We show that the abstraction into a qualitative space helps the robot
to generalise and compare multiple noisy and partial observations in
a real world dataset and that a vocabulary of latent activity classes
(expressed using qualitative features) can be recovered.
1 Introduction
Unsupervised learning over long durations of time has the potential
to allow mobile robots to become more helpful, especially when co-
habiting human populated environments. Autonomous mobile robot
platforms are well suited to continuously update their own knowl-
edge of the world based upon their observations and interactions, us-
ing unsupervised learning frameworks. Such robots can be adaptable
to their surroundings, the particular time of day, or a specific individ-
ual being detected, saving considerable time and effort hard-coding
specific information. Understanding what activities occur in which
regions and when, allows the robot to adjust its own behaviour, or
assist in the task it believes is being undertaken.
The aim of our work is to understand human activities taking place
from long term observation of real world scenarios. We present a
novel unsupervised, qualitative framework for learning human ac-
tivities in a real world environment, which is deployed on an au-
tonomous mobile robot platform, seen in Figure 1. The challenge is
to learn semantically meaningful human activities by observing mul-
tiple people performing everyday activities, and learn a vocabulary
which can describe them.
The first main challenge is that each observed activity is likely
to be carried out with particular variations, e.g. opening a door with
opposite hands. This is called intra-class variation, which our qualita-
tive framework deals with well. A second major challenge is that our
robot’s on-board sensors only grant our system a partial and mobile
view of the world. Using recent advancements in human pose esti-
mation techniques it obtains incomplete and noisy observations of
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Figure 1. A Metralabs Scitos A5 mobile robot was used to capture and
learn human activities in a real-world environment.
detected humans performing everyday tasks. Our framework helps
alleviates these problems by using a qualitative spatial representa-
tion (QSR) as an effective abstraction method. This allows the sys-
tem to compare observations based upon key qualitative features and
learn common patterns in an abstracted space, instead of their exact
metric details which can arbitrarily differ. For example, if a person
reaches for a mug on the desk, the exact xyz coordinates of their
hand or mug are not important, but the action of approaching and
grasping the mug is a useful human activity to learn and understand.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to combine Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) [13] with a qualitative spatial representa-
tion to recover human activity classes, and a vocabulary to explain
them, from a challenging and realistic mobile robot activity dataset.
In the following sections, we provide formal details of the qualitative
abstractions used throughout the paper, and introduce our activity
learning framework methodology. Briefly, the system architecture is
shown in Figure 2 and consists of:
1. Detection of humans using an RGBD sensor on a mobile robot;
the system estimates and tracks the main skeleton positions. This
is introduced formally in § 3.
2. Transformation of the skeleton pose estimates into a qualitative
space; qualitative calculi are used to abstract the detected metric
coordinates of the person’s joint positions. These positions are ab-
stracted first in the camera coordinate frame with respect to the
other estimated joints, and secondly, in the map coordinate frame
relative to key landmark objects. The qualitative representations
used are introduced in § 4.
3. A code book of unique qualitative features is identified by ex-
tracting all paths up to some length k, through an interval graph
representation of each observation; this is presented in § 4.1.
4. Finally, we use Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to recover se-
mantically meaningful (latent) concepts which exist in the fea-
ture space. The latent concepts retrieved become our semantically
meaningful activity classes which are used to explain human ac-
tions. This is presented in detail in § 5.
Figure 2. System Architecture.
We build upon a technique used previously [16]; however, in pre-
vious work only a single coordinate point of the detected human
in the map frame of reference was used to learn common motion
behaviours throughout a region of space. We extend this here by
adding the estimated skeleton pose of the detected person into the
framework, allowing us to generate more detailed and specific activ-
ity classes from observations.
Our learning methodology consists of first encoding a video clip
(of a detected human) as the occurrences of its qualitative spatio-
temporal features which is used as a feature vector to represent the
activity. We analyse the collection of feature vectors analogous to
a corpus of text documents, looking for semantically similar struc-
tures and features (words) that commonly co-occur; these are used
to define a vocabulary over which to describe human activities. In-
stead of documents containing multiple words, our video clips con-
sist of multiple qualitative spatio-temporal features. The activity tak-
ing place in the video is akin to learning the document’s context. We
use term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf - idf) [32] scores
to weight the observations based upon the importance of the qualita-
tive features observed. For example, if a qualitative feature is present
in every video clip, it is given a very low score, as opposed to fea-
tures which occur less frequently which have a higher score. Finally,
we use Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [13] to recover latent con-
cepts, effectively semantically clustering qualitative features which
commonly co-occur together. This provides information about which
qualitative features are used to represent each activity class and is
used to define a vocabulary.
We present more information on each of these steps in the follow-
ing sections, and introduce a new, publicly available human activity
dataset captured from a mobile robot in § 6. Analysis and results val-
idating our approach are presented in § 7 and 8, before conclusions
are drawn in § 9.
2 Related Work
There is a considerable literature which aims to understand, recog-
nise or detect human motions and activities from video data. There is
a long standing field of research in video surveillance, where it is im-
portant to be able to track human movements in a particular area. This
can be thought of as learning motion patterns in a 2D image plane,
and many statistical approaches have been applied [4, 21], along
with neural network approaches [22, 24], and also clustering tech-
niques [30]. These approaches make no inference as to what activity
the tracked object might be performing, as usually more information
is needed about the object to make that conclusion. The research area
of activity recognition is broad and its aim is to not only keep track
of objects in a scene, but also to draw a conclusion into what they
might be doing. More specifically, human activity recognition aims
to understand what action a person is performing in the observed
scene. There have been many approaches to this task; the majority
use data collected from static RGB cameras, but also more recently
from RGBD depth sensors. For a more detailed comparison on gen-
eral activity recognition techniques, the reader is pointed to survey
papers which cover the topic using RGB cameras [25, 39, 42] and
3D RGBD cameras [2, 45]. However, similarly to surveillance sys-
tems, the majority of approaches in these surveys use a static camera
where the field of view does not change and the view point is usu-
ally carefully chosen so as to maximise information recorded. The
key difference to our work, is that a human activity recognition sys-
tem deployed on a mobile robot has a changing field of view. This
presents a challenging and partial view of the environment, making
the observations within a class vary greatly.
Activity recognition from mobile robots is a much more recent
field of research, mainly due to the advancements in probabilistic
robotics [38]. This has allowed mobile robots to have much more
reliable mapping, localisation, and navigation frameworks. Activity
recognition using a mobile robot has previously been performed, al-
beit in a strictly supervised setting. Simple, whole body activities
have been learned and recognised using the position and height of a
person’s detected face [20]. More recently, the locations of estimated
skeletal joints have been abstracted using qualitative 3D cone bins to
create histograms [44], pose trajectory descriptors [9] and also joint
location covariance descriptors [23]. These approaches create a com-
pact and viewpoint invariant representation which is similar to our
approach using Ternary Point Configuration Calculus (which is in-
troduced in § 4). A combination of these descriptors are used in [19]
on a spontaneous-actions dataset collected from an environment pop-
ulated by humans, by patrolling a university student area. An SVM
learning methodology is used to classify the different activity classes.
The key difference between these approaches and our work is that our
activity learning is performed in an unsupervised manner. Supervised
learning involves annotating each activity observed, and labelling it
with the action that is performed before learning can occur. This is
unsuitable for a long term patrolling mobile robot since the number
of detections obtained is very large. Our method is unsupervised and
does not need human input to decide what activity classes to learn. A
further advantage is that our methodology is adaptable to changing
environments, as it selects the most frequently observed co-occurring
qualitative features to define classes.
Similar to a mobile robot field of view, is the recent literature
which performs activity recognition from egocentric vision. Qual-
itative representations have been used in a system to assist with
assembling-like tasks from an egocentric perspective [5]; human
robot interactions are recognised in [44] using a mixture of skeleton
pose estimate features, optical flow and STIP features; early recogni-
tion of actions is performed in [34]. However, each of these egocen-
tric approaches use a supervised methodology, which are unsuitable
for our long-term autonomous robot.
Many different visual features are used throughout the literature to
accurately describe human actions. The authors of [36] define three
types of invariance that they use to distinguish between different hu-
man actions. They specify that a system should be view invariant,
execution rate invariant and finally anthropometric invariant. Our
qualitative methodology also satisfies each of these conditions by
abstracting and comparing activity observations in a qualitative fea-
ture space. The authors present an action classification system which
uses action exemplars resulting from projecting the joint angle posi-
tions into a subspace, and comparing across frames. Although their
technique uses a similar representation of the estimated skeletal po-
sitions, it also requires the exemplars of each action in a supervised
manner unlike our approach.
There is a large literature which uses qualitative spatial represen-
tations to abstract metric visual data. The Qualitative Trajectory Cal-
culus (introduced in § 4), has been used to represent human danc-
ing activities [8]. The authors use a sophisticated infra-red motion-
capture system to detect the exact position of each dancer’s body
which allows them to recover repetitive patterns which are associ-
ated with specific dance actions. There is also previous work which
uses a distance based qualitative feature, defined by the distance be-
tween joints and objects (in particular the floor) [46]. The authors
detects abnormal events in daily living activities such as elderly peo-
ple falling; however this analysis is also performed in a supervised
setting, using an SVM and data collected from a static a RGBD cam-
era. A related unsupervised approach uses a qualitative representa-
tion to recover repeated events in a static camera dataset consisting
of multiple aeroplane turnarounds [37]. The events learned are struc-
tured events which occur often between similar tracked vehicles in
the dataset, and the view point is static. However, similarly to our
work, the authors us qualitative relations to reduce the effect of vari-
ations between observations. Qualitative relations are also used with
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) to learn activities from the same
aeroplane turnaround dataset [15] but in a supervised manner.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to combine LSA
with a qualitative spatial representation to learn human activities
from a challenging and realistic mobile robot activity dataset. Our
qualitative representation abstracts metric observations and takes in-
spiration from [37, 16]. Previous works have used LSA and pLSA
(probabilistic LSA) for learning activity categories in an unsuper-
vised setting, although not from a mobile robot using qualitative fea-
tures. Approaches have been developed using low-level STIP fea-
tures [28], local shape context descriptors on silhouette images [47],
and a combination of semantic and structural features [43, 26]. These
approaches are not performed with the variability of a mobile robot’s
frame of reference, and were restricted to a single person in the scene
during the training phase, unlike ours which can encode feature vec-
tors for multiple people in the scene simultaneously. Further, a major
problem cited in the literature is “The lack of spatial information
provides little information about the human body, while the lack of
longer term temporal information does not permit us to model more
complex actions that are not constituted by simple repetitive pat-
terns” [28]. Descriptive spatial-temporal correlogram features have
been used previously to attempt to address this issue [35], however,
their approach still suffers from low-level image processing frailties,
and the requirement for a single person in the scene during training.
We address and partially alleviate this problem by using semantically
meaningful qualitative features extracted from an interval graph rep-
resentation. Such features encode more “longer term temporal infor-
mation” than used in the previous works. Further, our code book of
features is adaptable to the environment of the robot, and can contain
qualitative relations with semantic landmarks which help understand
more complex interactions with key regions, or objects.
3 Skeleton Pose Estimates
Our aim is to understand human activities taking place from long
term observations over a varied environment. In this section, we first
introduce the input data, followed by the qualitative representation
used, and finally describe the auto-generated codebook of qualitative
features which results in a term-document matrix representation.
A mobile robot is used to detect humans as they pass within the
field of view of its RGBD sensor. The system is hardware indepen-
dent and modular, although we use an OpenNi skeleton tracker [29]
to first detect the human, then estimate and track 15 main positions
of the human skeleton, roughly corresponding to 15 joint positions
(at approximately 30Hz). An example of this is given in Figure 3
(left), where the estimated skeletal joint positions have been detected
using the depth information. Also shown (right) is one region of
the global map. The detected person in camera frame coordinates
is transformed into the map frame of reference; using the robot’s
location and orientation of the camera (fitted atop a pan-tilt unit).
The global map frame is semantically labelled with key regions and
landmark objects in advance, which can be seen as brightly coloured
CAD (Blender) models in the image (best viewed in colour).
Figure 3. (left:) Skeleton pose estimate at a single timepoint, overlaid onto
the original RGB image. (right:) Semantic global map frame.
Formally, we define one skeleton joint pose as an xyz Carte-
sian coordinate in the camera coordinate frame along with a cor-
responding xyz position in the map coordinate frame, i.e. j =
(id, x, y, z, xmap, ymap, zmap). A skeleton pose then comprises of
a collection of joint poses, one for each estimated skeletal joint of
the detected human, i.e p = [j1, j2, . . . jn], where n = 15 using
the OpenNi tracker (i.e. 15 joints are estimated and tracked). For a
detected human, we obtain a sequence of skeleton poses over a time
series of detections, and generate a skeleton activity. This is defined
as S = [p1, p2, . . . , pt, . . . ], where each pt is the detected skele-
ton pose at timepoint t. Note that there are no restrictions placed
on t, i.e. each skeleton activity comprises of an arbitrary number of
frames and therefore skeleton poses. This depends only upon how
long the person is detected by the robot’s sensors, and this variation
is a major difficulty when using real world data to learn activities on
a mobile robot. We discuss how we represent the skeleton data in
order to achieve a learning framework next.
4 Qualitative Representation
Abstracting the metric skeleton data using a qualitative representa-
tion allows the robot to learn common and repeated activities being
performed over multiple observations, even if they vary metrically in
their execution. We introduce the qualitative representation used in
this paper, before describing the learning methodology in § 5.
Given a video clip containing a human, our system generates a
skeleton activity clip, as described above, which comprises of a se-
quence of skeleton poses (one per frame). Each skeleton pose con-
tains the tracked joints in both a camera coordinate frame and a map
coordinate frame. We abstract these exact metric coordinates using
a qualitative spatial representation (QSR) expressed in one or more
qualitative calculi, which are briefly introduced in this section. The
abstraction into a qualitative space allows for the comparison of mul-
tiple observations, and the potential to draw similarities which can be
used to understand the activities observed. For example, if a person
raises their hand above their head and waves, the exact xyz coordi-
nates of their hand or head are not important. It is the relative move-
ment between the two which captures the possible “waving” activity.
Likewise, “wave” is an activity which can occur using either hand
and as in some earlier literature, the exact joint is abstracted to its
joint type when using qualitative calculi; hence the activity is learned
and recognised from observations using either hand (where “hand”
is the joint type).
Another reason for representing the data in a qualitative space is
that a mobile robot only observes a small section of the world at once
from using its on board sensors. The data captured represents only a
fraction of the human’s total movements in the scene. For example,
before a human enters the robot’s field of view, the robot has no in-
formation about that person, such as which door the person came
through, or their intentions. We therefore consider the robot as only
partially observing the person’s movements. The person also may
only appear in the field of view for a few seconds, during which lim-
ited time the joint pose estimates can be noisy and inaccurate. Con-
versely, a person might be performing a static activity and detected
for thousands of frames (poses). This variation is a major difficulty,
which abstracting the data into a qualitative space helps to alleviate.
In this paper, we use the following qualitative calculi to abstract
our activity skeleton data:
1. Ternary Point Configuration Calculus (TPCC) [27]
2. Qualitative Trajectory Calculus (QTC) [14]
3. Qualitative Distance Calculus (QDC) [10]
In these calculi QSRs can be computed from raw xyz data over a
series of skeleton poses (frames) using the publicly available ROS
library we helped developed [17]. Given recent literature on qual-
itative representations, all three appear appropriate to describe hu-
man actions qualitatively. However, it is not an exhaustive list and
other calculi could be explored (something that is out of scope of
this work). We briefly introduce and justify each here, with more in-
formation available on the QSRLib website [18].
Ternary Point Configuration Calculus (TPCC)
TPCC deals with point-like objects in the 2D-plane. It qualitatively
describes the spatial arrangement of an object, relative to two oth-
ers. e.g. it describes the referent’s position relative to the relatum and
origin. This is known as a relative reference system, where the origin
object is used as an anchor point. In the literature, a 2-dimensional
plane is often created from a pair of joints and the relative qualita-
tive location of a third joint is computed. This is equivalent to fixing
the origin and relatum to specific detected skeleton joints, and com-
puting the relative positions of each of the other joints. The TPCC
reference system is shown in Figure 4. The letters f, b, l, r, s, d, c
stand for: front, back, left, right, straight, distant, close, respectively.
The implementation details of our use of TPCC are given in § 7.
Figure 4. TPCC reference system [27], and overlaid onto a human.
Qualitative Trajectory Calculus (QTC)
QTC represents the relative motion of two points with respect to the
reference line connecting them, and is computed over consecutive
timepoints. It defines the following three qualitative spatial relations
between two objects o1, o2: o1 is moving towards o2 (represented
by the symbol −), o1 is moving away from o2 (+), and o1 is neither
moving towards or away from o2 (0). QTC represents relative motion
between two objects in a qualitative manner [40] and is considered
appropriate for understanding the person’s movements in the map
coordinate frame relative to key landmark objects. Further details of
our use of QTC are given in § 7
Qualitative Distance Calculus (QDC)
QDC expresses the qualitative Euclidean distance between two
points depending on defined region boundaries. The threshold
boundaries used in this paper are subject to sensitivity analysis, and
given in § 7. The intuition behind using QDC is based on the assump-
tion that human motion can be partially explained using distance rel-
ative to a key landmark. That is, a set of QDC relations localises
a person with respect to a reference landmark, and a change in the
QDC relations can help explain relative motion by the person.
4.1 Interval Representation
Many human activities observed by a mobile robot can be explained
by a sequence of primitive actions over a duration of time. For this
reason, we create a skeleton activity from the robot’s detections over
a number of consecutive poses (of arbitrary length). In this section,
we describe how we represent the time series of qualitative detections
as a feature vector in a qualitative feature space.
We use Allen’s Interval Algebra (IA) [3] to abstract and repre-
sent the temporal relations over the observed sequence of QSRs. We
abstract the metric skeleton joint coordinates in each skeleton pose
using the qualitative spatial calculi above, then compress repeated re-
lations into an interval representation. In the literature, this is equiv-
alent to computing a Qualitative Spatial Temporal Activity Graph
(QSTAG) from the observed skeleton activity [16, 18]. For example,
if the right hand appears to be moving towards the head (QTC rela-
tion: −), for τ consecutive poses, and then is static (0) with respect
to the head for τ ′ further poses, we compress this into an interval
representation consisting of two intervals: i1 = {‘−’, (0, τ − 1)}
and i2 = {‘0’, (τ, τ + τ ′ − 1)}, each maintaining the QSR value (or
set of values, one per calculi used) and the start and end timepoints.
The interval representation of this example is shown in Figure 5 (top
row); however an interval representation of a complete skeleton ac-
tivity contains a single row for each joint (or pairwise joints with
objects) that are encoded.
Figure 5. Interval representation of the relations between two skeletal
pairwise joints. (Best viewed in colour).
Taking any two intervals in this representation, it is possible to
calculate the temporal relation which holds between them using IA
temporal abstractions. IA is used to represent and reason with tem-
poral intervals and defines 13 qualitative relations corresponding to
seven temporal situations; for two intervals A,B possible temporal
relations are: A before B, A after B, A meets B, A overlaps B (for
a complete list refer to [3]). For example, the IA relation that holds
between the i1 and i2 intervals is “meets”. More detail of how we use
this temporal abstraction to create qualitatively meaningful features
to describe the video clip is given below.
4.2 Extracting Qualitative Features
Once a skeleton activity video clip is represented as an interval rep-
resentation, which encodes the sequence of QSRs, we extract a set
of unique qualitative features which are used to describe the obser-
vation. We define a code book as the set of unique features extracted
from all observed skeleton activities, defined as [γ1, γ2, . . . ], where
each γi represents one qualitative feature observed in at least one
detected skeleton activity. The occurrence of each code word within
a skeleton activity allows us to encode a sparse feature vector de-
scribing it (with equal length to the code book). This is similar to
the Bag of Words technique, where words are represented by quali-
tative features extracted from the videos, and ignores their positional
arrangement. This technique facilitates the use of Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) which is described in § 5.
To extract the qualitative features, we first create the interval rep-
resentation for each skeleton activity in our dataset as above. We then
compute an Interval Graph from this representation [12], an example
of which can be seen in Figure 6 (encoding both rows present in Fig-
ure 5). The timepoints which are implicit in the intervals in Figure 5
are dropped in the interval graph in Figure 6; however the objects
and spatial relations involved (e.g. head, Rhand,‘−’) for i1, are still
retained in the interval graph (though not explicitly shown in the i′1
node in Figure 6).
Nodes are linked by directed edges if their intervals are tempo-
rally connected, i.e. there exists no temporal break between a pair
of intervals. The directed edges are labelled with their IA relation
which holds between the two intervals. Thus there is no edge if the
IA relation is before or after. Note, where two intervals occur at the
beginning or end of the video clip (and therefore beginning or end
of the interval representation), there is insufficient temporal informa-
tion to abstract over the intervals and there is no edge between these
nodes, e.g. there is no edge between i′1 and i′3 in Figure 6, as both i1
and i3 occur at the start of the observation.
Figure 6. Example Interval Graph.
Code words are generated by enumerating all paths through the
interval graph up to and including some fixed length k. This is a new
representation for extracting such qualitative code words, although it
has been inspired by recent literature [16, 37] 2. For the interval graph
shown in Figure 6, the unique code words extracted (where k = 2)
are generated by taking all paths up to length 2. This generates the
following set of code words: γ1 = i′1, γ2 = i′2, γ3 = i′3,
γ4 = i
′
4, γ5 = i′5, γ6 = (i′1 meets i′2), γ7 = (i′1 overlaps i′4),
γ8 = (i
′
2 overlaps i′4), γ9 = (i′3 meets i′4), γ10 = (i′4 meets i′5).
Each observed unique code word, is a path through the interval graph
and is equivalent to a valid graphlet in the literature [16]. A similar
2 Interval graphs can be viewed as a representation of a QSTAG [16, 18], in
which the temporal nodes are replaced by edges and the object nodes are
implicit within the layer 2 spatial episode nodes. We use interval graphs
rather than QSTAGs because appropriate code words can be more intu-
itively expressed.
distance based graph kernel is used to encode the code words, for
efficient graph comparisons [11].
The code words generated using this technique represent mean-
ingful durations of qualitative relations which were specifically ob-
served within the data. We represent each skeleton activity as a fea-
ture vector over this code book, which is therefore an efficient and
intuitive method for representing observed human activities. We give
the implementation details of the code book that is auto-generated
from the mobile robot’s observations in § 7.
5 Latent Semantic Analysis
Once each skeleton activity is represented as a feature vector (over
the auto-generated code book), we draw comparisons with Infor-
mation Retrieval systems and use Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).
This is often used to semantically analyse a “term-document matrix”,
which describes a matrix of word counts over a corpus of documents.
In our case, the “terms” are the qualitative spatio-temporal features
extracted in our code book, and each “document” in a corpus is a
human activity video clip in our dataset. Therefore, creating a fea-
ture vector over our code book, for each skeleton activity, generates
a term-document matrix.
5.1 Term Frequency - Inverse Document
Frequency
Given a term-document matrix D of size (m × n), (where m =
|dataset| and n = |codebook|), we apply term frequency-inverse
document frequency weighting (tf-idf) to scale each qualitative fea-
ture by an importance weight depending upon its variation over the
whole dataset. It is calculated by the product of two statistics, term
frequency and inverse document frequency. The tf-idf value increases
proportionally to the number of times a word appears in a document,
and is inversely proportional to the frequency of the word in the en-
tire corpus, which is a measure of how much information that word
provides. We use this weighting to adjust for the fact that some qual-
itative features appear much more frequently in general than others.
For example, the QSR value between a person’s joints when in a
“resting position” will probably appear in the majority of video clips
in the dataset. Thus this feature is not informative to learn what ac-
tivity the person is performing, and will be given a low weighting.
To calculate the tf-idf scores, we use a Boolean term-frequency (tf)
weighting and a logged inverse document frequency (idf) weighting:
tf(t, d) = 1 if t occurs in d and 0 otherwise,
idf(t, D) = log
N
|{d ∈ D : t ∈ d}| .
where, t is a unique feature (term) in our code book, d is a video
clip (document) and N is the number of video clips in the dataset
(corpus). Then the tf-idf weights are calculated as:
tf idf(t, d ,D) = tf(t, d).idf(t, D).
5.2 Singular Value Decomposition
Once we have the dataset represented as tf-idf weighted feature vec-
tors, the aim is to recover the latent concepts in the data. To do this,
we use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to extract the singular
values, and the left/right singular vectors. This step is key, since the
decomposition provides information about the main concepts in the
data, along with which features are prominent in each concept.
The technique is akin to finding the eigenvalues of the matrix. A
geometric interpretation is that the eigenvalues are the scaling values
of the matrix in each specific dimension, whereas the singular vec-
tors are the rotations. It is common to use SVD to obtain a low rank
approximation of a matrix C, as low eigenvalues are given to vectors
which appear as linear combinations of other vectors. This is one of
the reasons that LSA helps alleviate the effects of multiple features
being synonymous, which can be the case using sparse data. For an
(m× n) tf-idf weighted matrix, the number of non-zero eigenvalues
(and therefore singular values), is bounded by the rank of the matrix,
i.e. at most min(m,n). However, our aim is to only recover a small
number of latent concepts in our matrix, assuming the majority of
activities are repeated a number of times. To do this, we make use of
the fact that SVD ranks the singular values in non-increasing order
along the diagonal matrix Σ.
Given our tf-idf weighted, term-document matrix C, SVD per-
forms the matrix decomposition:
C = UΣV T ,
where U and V are the singular vectors (rotations around the axis),
whilst Σ is a non-increasing diagonal matrix containing the squared
eigenvalues ofC (i.e. the scaling values in each dimension). Examin-
ing the decomposition, the eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix Σ are
the latent concepts of the matrix, and can be thought of as the latent
activity classes encoded in the data. Further, the columns of the left
singular vector (U ) contain the eigenvectors ofCTC, and hold infor-
mation about which video clips are assigned to which latent activity
class (concept). Finally, the columns of the right singular vector V
contain the eigenvectors of CCT and tell us which qualitative fea-
tures are used to describe each activity class. This is akin to finding a
vocabulary to best describe human activities performed in real world
scenarios, in an unsupervised setting.
In the next section we introduce a dataset collected on our mobile
robot, and experiments we conducted to evaluate the methodology.
6 Activities Dataset
In this section, we present a new, real-world human activities dataset
captured using a patrolling Metralabs Scitos A5 mobile robot, which
can be seen in Figure 1. The dataset is captured by observing uni-
versity members of staff and students performing a set of common
every day activities in a real university environment. These are re-
garded as activity classes. The dataset provides difficult intra-class
variation due to different viewpoints and partial occlusions.
The robot is equipped with a laser range finder for mapping and
localization and is running ROS Indigo [31] and the full STRANDS
system [1]. It is equipped with two RGBD cameras; one chest
mounted for the purpose of obstacle avoidance, the other head
mounted and used to detect people in the environment using an
OpenNi skeleton tracker (introduced in § 3). Given a detected person
in the robot’s field of view, the camera records RGB images along
with the estimated skeleton poses, depth images, plus meta data about
the detection i.e. date, time of day, odometry data, region of map 3.
The dataset was collected over the period of one week. The robot
patrolled a pre-mapped space which can be seen in Figure 3 (right).
The robot’s schedule randomly selects between a set of pre-defined
waypoints to visit and its task once there, is to observe human activ-
ities occurring, often for a few hours at a time. During the week, we
detected 300 human instances performing 398 daily living activities.
3 The dataset collected, along with meta-data and software repository, is
available at: http://doi.org/10.5518/86.
Figure 7. Examples from Human Activities Dataset. The second row are
all examples from the same class. (Best viewed in colour).
A selection of example detections can be seen in Figure 7, where the
second row, shows three different views of the same activity class (as
judged by the ground truth labels).
To reduce any bias, the dataset was annotated by a group of inde-
pendent volunteers, who segmented each video clip into the human
activities occurring. It is these segments which form the basis for
the experiments in § 7. No restrictions were applied to the labelling,
and the activities could temporally or spatially overlap within the ob-
servations. As anticipated, the dataset is unbalanced with respect to
the number of each activity class observed (i.e. some activities were
observed more frequently than others), and the durations of each in-
stance vary greatly. The following is a complete list of the common
activities annotated, along with the number of occurrences: a: Mi-
crowave food (17); b: Take object from fridge (52); c: Use the water
cooler (26); d: Use the kettle (58); e: Take paper towel (35); f: Throw
trash in bin (50); g: Wash cup (66); h: Use printer interface (28);
i: Take printout from tray (22); j: Take tea/coffee (35); k: Opening
double doors (9). These instances are used during the experiments
sections below to highlight the unsupervised learning using interest-
ing human activities.
7 Experimental Procedure
Our experiments comprise one main task; to learn a representation
of human activities in an unsupervised setting. For this task, we use
the activity instances from the new human activities dataset captured
from our mobile robot introduced in the previous section. The main
steps of the flow diagram in Figure 2 have already been explained; the
implementation details and evaluation metrics are given here, results
are presented in § 8, and conclusions drawn in § 9.
Our experiments and results section is presented using the
“kitchen” region (defined by the yellow quadrilateral in Figure 3
(right)), which is considered the most interesting in the dataset. In
this region there are a total of 10 semantic landmark objects includ-
ing: printer, shelves, microwave, water cooler, tea/coffee pot, sink,
kettle, fridge, waste bin and paper towel dispenser. For the purpose
of evaluation and computational efficiency, we restrict the entire set
of 15 skeletal joints to a discriminative subset of 8 including; the
head, torso, left and right, shoulders, hands and knees. For general-
ity when encoding our unique qualitative features below, we do not
distinguish between the “left” or “right” shoulders, hands and knees,
e.g. the i′1 node in Figure 6 would contain (head, hand,‘−’).
7.1 Qualitative Features
For each activity instance, we generate a skeleton activity and ex-
tract QSR features from the metric observations. We do this in a two
stage process, first abstracting the person’s relative joint positions in
the camera frame, and secondly, abstracting the joint positions rela-
tive to pre-defined semantic landmarks. This process generates two
sequences of QSR values that are used to create our term-document
matrix. The detail of each sequence is discussed below.
7.1.1 Camera Frame
For each skeleton activity Sm in our dataset of M observations, we
have a sequence of t skeleton poses. This is referred to as Sm =
[p1, p2, . . . pt, . . . ], where each pi contains both camera coordinate
and map coordinate frame xyz positions of each joint being used.
For each pose in a skeleton activity, we compute TPCC relations for
each skeleton joint pose relative to the person’s centre line, using
the camera coordinate frame, which produces a sequence Qcam. We
define a person’s centre line by connecting the detected head joint
with the torso joint. This equates to fixing the origin and relatum
to the head joint pose and the torso joint pose respectively in each
frame, and describing the relative position of the referent (i.e. each
joint being described). All possible relational values are shown in
Figure 4. We obtain a sequence of TPCC relations relative to the
centre line Qcam, of length |Sm|.
7.1.2 Map Frame
To abstract the person’s position in the map frame we use both QDC
and QTC relative to key landmark objects in the same region as the
detected person. We create a sequenceQmap of QSR pairs (QDC and
QTC) of length |Sm| − 1 (since QTC relies on pairs of consecutive
timepoints, we remove the QDC value at t = 1 to obtain |Sm| − 1
pairs. We also remove t = 1 in Qcam.).
QTC was introduced in § 4, but in practice we use the QTCB11
variant [14]; since the landmark objects are static in the environ-
ment, we capture the relative motion between a joint and an object
with just a single QTCB11 value, instead of the usual tuple, i.e. the
values (+, 0), (−, 0) and (0, 0), are reduced to (+), (−) and (0)
respectively. Similarly, the threshold values used for the QDC re-
lations are: touch [0-0.25m], near (0.25-0.5m], medium (0.5-1.0m]
and ignore (>1m]. Although a comprehensive sensitivity analysis on
these values has not been performed, we found the above intuitive
considering the locations of the semantic landmarks in some regions
are not particularly well spaced out. An example sequence in Qmap,
hand-fridge : [(‘+’, ‘Near’), (‘+’, ‘Near’), (‘+’, ‘Medium’), . . . ], of
length |Sm| − 1.
7.1.3 Generating the Code Book
For each sequence of QSRs, described above, we create an inter-
val representation (by compressing repeated relations) and thus an
interval graph. During this process, we apply a median filter which
smoothes any rapid flipping between relations, owing to visual noise.
By using semantically meaningful QDC relations in the sequence
Qmap, we do not encode interval graph nodes for any timepoints
where the QDC value is “ignore”. This has the effect of creating a
sparse interval graph, leading to a more efficient process.
To produce our term-document matrix we extract the set of unique
qualitative features (code words) by enumerating paths up to some
length k, over all interval graphs in our dataset. Since the number
of paths increases exponentially with the number of interval nodes,
we use k = 4 and restrict the nodes on a path to encode at most
4 different objects. During this process, we apply a low-pass filter
over the unique paths, stipulating they must be observed a minimum
p number of times to be included in our code book; we found p = 5
appropriate for our task. This subset allows us to capture overlapping
qualitative features, between multiple object pairs which occur in the
observations. Finally, since the calculi used in each sequence are dis-
tinct, we merge the unique features into a single code book of length
6482 (using the parameters presented above).
Once we have a code book of unique qualitative features, we en-
code each skeleton activity Sm in our dataset into a feature vector
representation, as per § 4.2. We do this by first encoding all the
unique code words using a distance based graph kernel for efficient
graph comparisons [11]. Secondly, counting the occurrence of each
code word in the skeleton activity’s interval graph (by comparing to
the each extracted path). This process generates a vector of the oc-
currences of each path in each skeleton activity, which we stack to
create the (m x n) term-document matrix D, (where m = |dataset|
and n = |codebook|).
7.2 Metrics
Since our approach is an unsupervised learning problem and it does
not know the labels of each emergent concept, we introduce two pop-
ular clustering metrics to evaluate the performance. Our system does
not know the label assignments and both metrics provide a score of
how closely two sets of labels match (for the same set of data). We
use this to compare the ground truth labels (assigned by volunteers),
to the emerged concepts from the LSA decomposition. The two met-
rics are, the V -measure [33] and Mutual Information [41].
The V -Measure is a combination of the homogeneity and com-
pleteness clustering metrics, given two sets of labels. Homogeneity
evaluates whether all the predicted clusters contain only data points
which are members of the same class; whereas completeness eval-
uates whether the member data points of a given class are all ele-
ments of the same predicted cluster. Both values range from 0 to 1,
with higher values desirable. The V -measure is computed using: v =
2[(homogeneity× completeness)/(homogeneity + completeness)].
The second popular metric for unsupervised learning is the Mutual
Information score. It can be computed with the following formula:
MI(U, V ) =
|U|∑
i=1
|V |∑
j=1
P (i, j)log
P (i, j)
P (i)P ′(j)
,
where P (i) is the probability of a random sample occurring in cluster
Ui, and P ′(j) is the probability of a random sample occurring in
cluster Vj .
8 Results
In this section, we present empirical results that the methodology
presented in this paper learns common human activities from unsu-
pervised observations. We demonstrate this by applying our learning
methodology, and experimental procedure, to the challenging human
activities dataset captured from a mobile robot, introduced in § 6. The
structure of this section is as follows; firstly, we evaluate the results
of our unsupervised LSA learning framework, using the clustering
metrics introduced above. This is supplemented by a comparison to a
commonly used supervised learning technique (an SVM) and an un-
supervised technique (k-means) used previously in [16]. Secondly,
we discuss the learned vocabulary over which each activity class is
defined as the occurrences of qualitative features over the code book.
The results presented here are generated by performing LSA onto
the term-document matrix D generated in the previous section. This
involves applying the tf-idf weights to the term-document matrix D
to obtain the weighted matrix C, and performing SVD as per § 5.
Figure 8 shows the resulting singular values extracted. It can be seen
Figure 8. Singular values of LSA decomposition of the weighted,
term-document matrix (C). The x-axis represents the singular values, to the
maximum of rank(C). Threshold limit for further analysis shown in green.
that there is a limited number of “large” singular values (< 15) where
each represents a latent concept in the matrix; this is intuitive given
our dataset contains 11 ground truth activity classes. We threshold
and use only the largest singular values from Σ (threshold shown as
a green vertical line in Figure 8) and the cluster results for 10 latent
concepts are presented in Table 1 (we do not present a method for
automatically selecting the best threshold in an unsupervised setting
in this paper). The dataset contains 11 activity classes; however, the
unsupervised system does not know which ground truth labels match
each emergent concept.
Table 1 presents a comparison between our unsupervised LSA ap-
proach and two popular commonly used alternative methods, a su-
pervised approach (an SVM) which uses the ground truth labels,
and an an unsupervised k-means used in previous work [16]. The
three methods are compared based upon the same qualitative fea-
tures. The SVM was trained using 5-fold cross validation, with a
linear kernel, and where the code book was trained only once across
the whole dataset. It can be seen that the supervised approach ob-
tains 66.1% accuracy on the challenging dataset, and performs only
slightly better than the LSA when evaluating using clustering met-
rics, even though it has access to labelled training instances to cre-
ate decision boundaries. It can also be seen that LSA outperforms a
standard k-means implementation using 10 cluster centres (average
result presented over 10 runs, as with random chance classifier). We
interpret this as LSA generalising observations better than k-means,
since it considers qualitative features with similar meaning, i.e. iden-
tifying synonymy between dimensions, unlike k-means.
Metric LSA SVM k-means chance
V-measure 0.542 0.614 0.368 0.057
Homogeneity Score 0.520 0.617 0.280 0.057
Completeness Score 0.566 0.611 0.542 0.057
Mutual Information 1.180 1.407 0.637 0.130
Normalised MI 0.543 0.614 0.388 0.057
Accuracy N/A 0.661 N/A 0.113
Table 1. Experimental results comparing LSA, with a supervised linear
SVM, unsupervised k-means clustering and random chance clustering.
The results presented demonstrate 10 activity classes are recov-
ered from a challenging, real world, mobile robot dataset. The dataset
contains high intra-class variation, shown by multiple view points in
Figure 7, and activities that are often occluded and partially observed.
The results show the majority of these instances are successfully con-
sidered part of the same latent concepts (activity class). This shows
the qualitative descriptors used in the abstraction are viewpoint in-
variant and can handle large amounts of noise and variation during
the unsupervised learning phase.
8.1 Learned Vocabulary
As stated in § 5, the LSA decomposition recovers latent concepts in
the non-increasing diagonal matrix Σ. In this section, we are inter-
ested in the right singular vector V T . The vectors specify the rota-
tions around the axes whereby the importance of each feature can
be determined and a vocabulary defined for each activity class over
the auto-generated code book. For our recovered 10 concepts from
the above decomposition, V T (with shape |codebook|x10), contains
an assignment weight for each qualitative feature (code word), for
each latent concept. Two of the right singular vectors from the above
decomposition are plotted in Figure 9. We consider these singular
vectors as the recovered vocabulary over the latent activity classes
present in our dataset.
Figure 9. Two latent concepts learned from the LSA decomposition.
9 Conclusion
This paper has presented a novel, unsupervised framework for learn-
ing a vocabulary of qualitative features for many common daily liv-
ing activities, from a mobile robot. We demonstrated its effectiveness
at learning ten common activities in a new, real-world human activity
dataset with large intra-class variations present.
Our methodology abstracts the exact metric coordinates of a de-
tected person and landmarks, using multiple qualitative representa-
tions. It auto-generates a code book from observations, comprising
of qualitative descriptors which work particularly well with the oc-
cluded and changing field of view afforded by a mobile robot’s sen-
sors. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is used to decompose the tf-idf
weighted, term-document matrix and recover latent concepts which
are regarded as the activity classes observed. The results presented
validate our methodology from a challenging dataset and we define
a vocabulary for each activity class over the qualitative code words.
Further work includes increasing the complexity and size of the
dataset, adding more data pertaining to more varied activities with
hierarchical dependencies. This would allow us to learn a hierarchi-
cal structure over the activity classes by successively relaxing the
number of concepts. We also plan on extending the LSA methodol-
ogy to a probabilistic framework, using techniques such as pLSA,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [7] or Dynamic Topic Models [6].
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